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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The most up to date vacuum tube design
book currently available. Packed with information.Loaded with projects.Nothing like it anywhere!
Join Transcendent Sound s Bruce Rozenblit as he takes you on a journey from the basics of tube
circuitry, through advanced designs. Tubes and Circuits is a condensed engineering manual that
teaches the theory and operation of vacuum tubes-as well as circuit design. In addition, five
projects are included that you can build. Projects provide step-by-step design procedures,
equations, schematics, parts lists, and photos to assist the hobbyist in construction. Build a state of
the art, very low cost, 15W OTL (output transformerless) amplifier. Complete plans for a 300B OTL.
Own most glorious 1 watt in all of audio. Pure single-ended, Class A sonic heaven. (See website for
updates, A tube tester that tests virtually all current production audio and guitar amp tubes-can be
user modified to test any tube; a simple device used for testing most octal based rectifier tubes and
a tube analyzer used for manually determining tube constants and bias currents. Tubes and
Circuits provides all...
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Here is the finest publication i have read through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily can get a
pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n

Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD
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